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ABSTRACT 
The safety assessment of flawed pressurized pipes requires 

the knowledge of toughness properties which are usually 
provided in terms of impact energy from standard full-sized 
CVN notch specimens. For pipes with wall thickness less than 
10mm different Charpy standards allow for the application of 
sub-sized specimens. However, it is still not fully clear how the 
impact energy from sub-sized specimens can be used to 
evaluate the fracture resistance of the pipes and how this energy 
correlates to the one from the full-sized specimen. Although 
different empirical correlations between sub-sized and full-
sized specimens exist in the literature their validity is 
questionable since they are based on the results for older 
generation of steels. In the recent years the application of 
damage mechanics models has been promoted to assess the 
fracture behavior and deformation capacity of pipelines. The 
main advantage of these models can be found in their capability 
to link the damage evolution and the underlying stress/strain 
condition. 

In this paper damage mechanics approach is applied to 
describe fracture behavior of X65 pipeline material. Within the 
damage mechanics approach, Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman 
(GTN) model is considered to be adequate for the simulation of 
ductile fracture. For brittle fracture, GTN model is extended by 
a propagation criterion which examines if the cleavage fracture 
stress is reached by the maximal principal stresses. The model 
parameters are calibrated and verified by means of load-
displacement curves obtained from instrumented impact tests 
on different sized CVN specimens. This damage model is 
subsequently employed to simulate ductile-brittle transition 
behavior.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

The qualitative estimation of fracture toughness by Charpy 
V-notch (CVN) test for pipes with wall thickness less than 
10 mm requires the application of 7.5 or 5 mm sub-sized 
specimens according to DIN EN 10045-1 [1]. To verify the 

Charpy-V-impact-energy values of sub-sized specimens the 
European technical supply conditions define the calculation of 
energy values based on the specified minimum values for 
10 mm standard size specimen. A proportional relation is 
assumed between thickness and Charpy impact energy values 
for this calculation. Thus, the required minimum values for 
7.5 mm and 5 mm thick specimens are 75 % and 50 % of 
specified minimum value of standard specimen. Based on the 
empirical investigations of old-vintage steels some European 
standards for steel applications, e.g. EN 13480-2:2012 [2] for 
metallic industrial piping and EN 13445-2:2012 [3] for unfired 
pressure vessels,  allow the use of proportional scaling factors if 
the test temperature is lowered by 5 K and 20 K for 7.5 and 
5 mm specimens, respectively. In order to derive founded and 
technically feasible correlations for modern pipeline steels it is 
important to systematically illuminate and quantify the 
influence of thickness on Charpy impact energy values. As 
shown in recent publication [4], Charpy impact test is not a 
suitable measure of toughness for modern line pipe steels with 
upper shelf energy (USE) above 250 J. This is due to the fact 
that distinct amount of impact energy is absorbed through 
extensive plastic deformation rather than crack propagation. In 
this study the Charpy value can be still regarded as a qualitative 
measure of toughness since the USE does not exceed 250 J.  

In [5] impact energy values for full-size and sub-sized 
specimens from large data basis including upper shelf, lower 
shelf and transitional values were set into relation to each other 
in order to derive adequate correlations, see Figure 1. It is 
apparent that no direct extrapolation of the impact-energies 
from sub-sized to standard size specimen is possible for the 
whole transition region. While in the lower shelf the sub-sized 
specimens generally lead to proportionally higher impact 
energies, the opposite is true for the upper shelf where 
proportionally lower energy values are achieved with thinner 
specimens. The reason for the different thickness effect in 
lower and upper shelf regions lies in the dependence of the 
corresponding damage mechanism on the underlying stress 
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condition (“constraint effect”). No clear thickness effect is 
apparent in transition region due to the competition between 
ductile and brittle fracture mechanisms.   

As already indicated in [5], two different procedures can be 
used in order to estimate the impact energies of standard full-
sized from sub-sized specimens. The first one is related to the 
direct extrapolation of the measured impact energy and is 
suitable in the lower and upper shelf regions. Following 
equation has been proposed providing a relation between full- 
and sub-sized impact energies in the upper shelf [6]: 
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with, 
CVB-US - upper shelf impact energy of sub-sized specimen 
CV10-US - upper shelf impact energy of full-sized specimen 
B – specimen thickness 

 
Figure 1 Example of impact energy relations between 

sub-sized and full-sized specimens [5] 
 

The correlation between specimens of different size in the 
transition region can be better achieved by a transition 
temperature criterion than by the direct extrapolation method 
[5]: 
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with, 
TCV – transition temperature 

 
Al though these empirical correlations have been derived 

and published for different classes of steels, their validity for 
modern pipeline steels has not been sufficiently scrutinized. 
Thus, one objective of this paper is to verify the existing 
correlations based on the results from the instrumented Charpy 
V-notch tests on specimens with nominal and reduced thickness 
at different temperatures for API 5L grade X65 pipeline steel. 

In recent years the potential of damage mechanics 
approach for the fracture simulation has been demonstrated for 
various industrial applications. The advantage of these models 

lies in their capability to capture the influence of material 
parameters controlling the damage evolution. In [7] a round 
robin was initiated by Sandia National Lab with the aim to 
scrutinize different fracture models regarding the “blind” 
prediction of the fracture behavior observed in a modified CT 
specimen. It was shown that fracture models have already led to 
satisfactory prediction based only on one calibration test 
(tensile test).  One of the widely-spread ductile damage models 
used also within the round robin is Gurson-Tvergaard-
Needleman (GTN) model [8, 9]. This model has proven to be 
suited especially for the fracture simulation under high 
triaxiality stress conditions. It has been recently modified to 
include the effect of the additional stress measure (Lode angle) 
which allows discriminating between axisymmetric and shear-
dominated stress state [10, 11]. As the low triaxiality condition 
and thus shear-dominated stress state become predominant with 
the thickness reduction, the accuracy of the numerical 
prediction should be significantly improved by using these 
modified versions of GTN model. Further possibility to 
characterize ductile fracture is given by the application of 
Failure Locus Curve (FLC) [12] with its diverse modifications 
such as Modified-Mohr-Coulomb (MMC) model [13] which 
belongs in the group of ductile fracture criteria. The basis of the 
FLC is the derivation of equivalent plastic strain to ductile 
fracture εf in dependence of stress triaxiality h. In contrast to 
the GTN model, the FLC can be regarded as a practical design 
tool which can be easily implemented into FE codes. Regarding 
the fracture simulation in the lower shelf and transition region, 
one of the most applied and cited model is the Weibull-based 
Beremin model [14]. Like in the case of ductile damage 
models, the original version of this model has been extended to 
incorporate the influence of local stress state on the failure 
probability due to the changing constraint, strain rate or 
temperature condition. The counterpart to FLC for brittle 
fracture is a two-parameter fracture criterion (TPFC) [15] 
which incorporates two criteria. The first one has to be fulfilled 
for the nucleation of micro-cracks and can be expressed by the 
relation between the equivalent plastic strain and stress-
triaxiality (Limit Failure Curve). The second one requires a 
sufficiently high level of maximal principal stresses σ1 for the 
propagation of the newly nucleated micro-cracks. On the other 
hand, a reasonable estimation of the cleavage fracture initiation 
is possible by using only this second criterion of TPFC which is 
known in the literature as the Orowan-criterion [16]. 

The second part of the paper deals with the numerical 
simulation of the observed fracture behavior by using damage 
mechanics approach. The aim hereby is to demonstrate the 
suitability of this approach in describing the thickness effect for 
the whole transition region. Both experimental and numerical 
results will serve as the basis for the derivation of the 
correlation for modern pipeline steels. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Two HFI (high frequency induction) welded pipe sections 

of X65 grade with same outer diameter OD = 457 mm but 
different wall thicknesses wt = 9.5 mm (Pipe 1) and 12.7 mm 
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(Pipe 2) were provided by Salzgitter Mannesmann Line Pipe 
for the planned investigations. The test program included 
tensile and instrumented Charpy-V notch tests on specimens 
with nominal and reduced thickness at different temperatures. 
All specimens were extracted from base material in transverse 
direction TD (T-L orientation) and in mid-wall position. In the 
first step Charpy-V-notch tests were performed at room 
temperature (RT) and T = -20 °C with objective to characterize 
the upper shelf behavior. Transition behavior was examined 
subsequently by tests at -60 °C, -80 °C, -100 °C and -120 °C. 
Details of the corresponding test matrix are presented in Table 
1. 

 
Table 1 Number of Charpy-V-notch tests  

 

Tensile tests 
The results from tensile tests in terms of average strength 

properties for both pipes are shown in Table 2. Two specimens 
were tested per each temperature (RT and -20°C) and pipe 
material (Pipe 1 and Pipe 2) leading to deviation of maximal 
1%. The true stress-strain curves required as an input for 
numerical simulations were extrapolated in the post-necking 
region using Hollomon power law. As evident from Table 2, 
Pipe 2 material exhibits better work hardening behavior 
quantified by approximately 50 % higher hardening parameter 
nH when compared to Pipe 1 material. It should be noted that no 
strain rate effect on work hardening and adiabatic loading 
conditions were analyzed. To determine the influence of the 
strain rate, it is necessary to perform high speed tensile tests 
and to calibrate the required material parameters when 
describing this influence by e.g. Johnson-Cook equation [17]. 
Furthermore no material anisotropy is accounted for in the 
numerical model. A consideration of all these effects in future 
studies should help improve the accuracy of numerical 
predictions. 

 
Table 2 Tensile test results  

 
 
True stress-strain curves were generated only for Pipe 2 

material required for numerical simulations of Charpy impact 
tests. Figure 2 shows the true stress-strain curves from which 

only those at RT and -20 °C are based on experimental results. 
The yield strength values at lower temperatures were estimated 
by the equation provided in BS EN ISO 15653:2010 [18]. 
Based on the experience from previous investigations, it is 
assumed that strain hardening will decrease with decreasing 
temperature (from nH = 0.108 at T = -20°C to 0.074 at T = -
80 °C). 

 

 
Figure 2 True stress-strain curves for Pipe 2 material 

Charpy impact tests 
Instrumented Charpy impact tests were performed 

according to DIN EN ISO 14556:2006 [19] with a 600 J 
machine and 2 mm striker. The influence of different striker 
radii (2 mm and 8 mm) on the Charpy impact energies has been 
investigated in [20]. The reason for different striker radii is the 
fact that the test standard ASTM A370 [21] allows only 8 mm 
striker while both striker geometries are possible according to 
ISO 148 [22]. It was shown that lower energy values are 
generally obtained with lower radius in the upper shelf region. 
This behavior can be explained by the larger contact surface 
between striker and specimen during the deflection for 8mm 
radius when compared to 2 mm which promotes higher 
absorption of the energy through the plastic deformation in the 
impact region. In transition and lower shelf region this effect 
might be opposite with 8mm striker leading primarily to lower 
energy values. Besides the influence of the striker radius on the 
Charpy impact values, the capacity of the testing machine 
might also play a significant role on the toughness values and 
propagation resistance as demonstrated in [23]. Generally, non-
conservative results are measured by using lower capacity 
machine, e.g. 300 J. 

The distributions of experimental shear area (in %) and 
specific impact energy values (in J/cm²) over temperature range 
from -120 °C to +20 °C are presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
The results are summarized in Table 3. 

RT -20 -80 -100 RT -20 -60 -80 -100 -120

5.0 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1

7.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 1

10.0 - - - - 3 3 1 3 1 1

1 2
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Figure 3 Shear area vs. test temperature, Pipe 2 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Specific impact energy values vs. test 

temperature, Pipe 2 
 
 
Table 3 Summary of results from Charpy impact 

tests, Pipe 2, *incomplete fracture 

 
 

Figure 5 shows some of the fracture surfaces obtained at 
-80 °C and -100 °C with corresponding shear area fractions 
(%SA). It can be observed for 10 mm specimens that the 
temperature reduction causes not only the decrease of %SA but 
leads also to an earlier appearance of separations during the 

testing. In case of a 7.5 mm specimen tested at -80 °C multiple 
separations were triggered across whole thickness directly 
below the V-notch and without preceding ductile fracture. The 
ratio of shear lips for 5 mm specimens seems to be sufficiently 
high to improve the transition behavior when compared to 7.5 
and 10 mm specimens. To derive the empirical correlations for 
transition temperature shift more statistically secured 
experimental database is required for different materials and 
under consideration of different sampling positions. 
Furthermore, it is planned to investigate the influence of 
different striker design (8mm) on the transition behavior. 

 

 
Figure 5 Fracture surfaces with separations 

 
At RT and -20 °C all specimens of both pipe materials fail 

in ductile fracture mode with 100 % shear area (%SA). 
However, none of the specimens is completely broken what 
makes them invalid. At the end of the test, specimens rotate 
about the point of impact without any further cracking of the 
remaining ligament as evident in the tail of the load-
displacement curve. The crack deviates from its straight 
propagation to escape laterally widened region of the specimen 
which is subjected to compression at the beginning of the 
loading. The stress/strain state in the distinctly deformed 
impacted region leads to crack deceleration, deviation and 
finally arrest. The post-test examination of the fracture surfaces 
for the specimens tested at and below -20 °C reveals the 
occurrence of separations (splittings). At -20°C maximum two 
separations per surface were detected causing a temperature 
dependent upper shelf behavior. The material exhibited a rising 
shelf. As consequence, the upper shelf energy (USE) is reduced 
when compared to RT. However, this reduction of the USE 
varies for different sized specimens. It is the lowest for full-
sized (11 %) and the highest for 7.5 mm thick specimen (24 %). 
The influence of the separations on the toughness values is also 
reflected in the slope of the load-displacement curve. While the 
maximum load level is higher at -20 °C than at RT due to the 
increase of the strength values with decreasing temperature, the 
separations lead to steeper load drop with fast crack advance 
and thus lower propagation resistance. It is apparent that this 
steep load drop does not start immediately after the maximum 
load level is reached, but when the load is reduced 
approximately to the level corresponding to the yield point in 
the load-displacement curve. 

The occurrence of the separations can be attributed to the 
band-like structure and is triggered by exceeding critical 
stresses in short transverse direction. No correlation between 
number of the separations at the fracture surface and the USE 
reduction can be derived. More relevant parameter rather than 
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the number in evaluating the separation effect would be the 
brittle opening in the short transverse (thickness) direction 
which is related to the onset of the separation. In this context, 
one further aspect should be considered when comparing 
toughness values of different sized specimens taken from the 
same material. The tendency for separation appearance is more 
pronounced near mid-thickness region due to metallurgical 
reasons, but also due to stress conditions. Therefore the 
resulting impact energy will depend on the location regarding 
the wall thickness from which the specimens are extracted. 
Thus, 7.5 mm specimens might exhibit lower toughness values 
than the full-sized or 5 mm specimens since more separation-
prone region is sampled by this geometry. On the other hand, it 
is well-known that not only separation effect but the material 
properties in general might significantly vary along the 
thickness direction. When deriving the correlations this effect 
should be taken into account in order to obtain lower-
bound/conservative estimations.  

At -60 °C upper transition behavior was observed with sub-
sized specimens with 80 % (7.5 mm) and 72 % (5 mm) shear 
area fractions. In case of full-sized specimen the temperature 
decrease by 40 °C provokes no distinct reductions in the impact 
energy (200 J). However, since only one specimen was tested at 
this temperature, no further conclusion about the fracture 
behavior can be drawn. Regarding the slope of the load-
displacement curve, the load drop becomes more pronounced 
when compared to -20 °C due to combined effects from both 
separation and actual cleavage fracture occurrence. For 10mm 
specimens, the load drop is only slightly affected by the 
separations. It is obvious that at this temperature no beneficial 
effect of the reduced specimen thickness on the transition 
behavior is evident which might be explained by already 
mentioned sampling of the specimens. 

A set of three specimens was tested for full- and sub-sized 
specimens at -80 °C. Except for 5 mm specimens with 72 % 
shear area and no further decrease in impact energy values, 
both full-sized and 7.5 mm specimens manifest a distinct scatter 
of values typical for transition behavior. The %SA varies 
between 25 to 70 % for 7.5 mm thickness. Two of the full-sized 
specimens were incompletely broken and the third one shows 
45 % shear area. Since the separations are activated at earlier 
stage they affect not only the steep unloading slope of the load-
displacement curve but also the level of the peak load and the 
load drop directly succeeding it. For low impact energy values, 
a vertical load drop without any deformation increase is owed 
to the brittle fracture initiation. This fracture is usually arrested 
when the crack approaches the impacted region. The positive 
influence of the specimen reduction on the transition 
temperature is obtained by 5 mm in contrast to 7.5 mm 
thickness. 

Further temperature decrease to -100 °C causes the fracture 
occurrence in the lower transition region with 10 mm (30 % 
SA) and 7.5 mm (20 % SA) thick specimens. Again, no 
reduction of the impact energy was observed for 5 mm 
thickness. The lower shelf was reached by all specimens tested 
at -120 °C.  

Based on the results from the instrumented Charpy tests, it 
can be concluded that separations play a dominant role in 
fracture behavior. The origin of the separations can be usually 
found in concentrated carbon-enriched zones (e.g. iron 
carbides, M-A or perlite islands) and the brittle propagation is 
promoted by certain texture components (e.g. rotated cube 
component). If the material exhibits these microstructural 
characteristics, as is the case here, then the separations will 
occur when the stress σss exceeds the cleavage fracture 
resistance σsf in short transverse direction. While the stress σss 
depends on the specimen geometry, temperature, etc., the 
fracture resistance σsf is the function of volume fraction, size 
and distribution of these critical microstructural components. 
Hence, by decreasing the temperature and increasing the 
specimen thickness, the stress level σss will exceed the 
resistance σsf and lead to separation occurrence at lower 
deformation level. Once the separations are triggered, they will 
influence the actual stress condition and lead to faster crack 
advance. Therefore, the separations are the cause for the 
observed behavior and the reduction of the fracture resistance. 
On the other hand they are caused by the stresses as the 
function of temperature/thickness exceeding the critical stresses 
as the function of microstructure. It seems that more critical 
material with low toughness values was sampled by 7.5 mm 
when compared to full-sized and 5 mm specimens leading to 
the highest transition temperature. All these aspects should be 
taken into account in describing the fracture behavior with 
damage mechanics models. 

Relation between sub-sized and full-sized specimens 
A plot of the impact energies measured in the sub-sized 

specimens versus those measured in the full-sized specimens is 
presented in Figure 6 for Pipe 2 including the average energy 
values at specific temperature. Details can be found in [24]. The 
inserted proportionality lines of 0.5 and 0.75 should help to 
evaluate these relations. The proportion of the absorbed energy 
CV7.5 to CV10 is highest in the upper (T = RT) and lower 
(-120 °C) shelf regions with a value of 0.63 while the minimum 
of only 0.22 is reached at T = -100 °C. For 5 mm specimens, the 
ratio between CV5 and CV10 is above 0.68 at -100 °C and 
-120 °C. The lowest value of 0.28 is obtained at -60 °C while it 
amounts up to 0.35 in the upper shelf region. The relation 
between sub-sized specimens can be illuminated by plotting the 
energy values obtained for both pipe materials, see Figure 7. 
For CV7.5 <100 J the values lie slightly above and for CV7.5 
>100 J slightly below the proportionality line. As expected, the 
only outlier is found at -100 °C for Pipe 2 with CV5 over-
proportionally higher than CV7.5 values. 
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Figure 6 Impact energy relations between sub-sized and 

full-sized specimen, Pipe 2 
 

Figure 8 shows the comparison between the measured and 
calculated Charpy impact energies for sub-sized specimens for 
Pipe 1. The calculated values are obtained by inserting the 
Charpy energy values of full-sized specimens into Equation 1. 
Since this equation is formulated for the upper shelf region it 
can be validated only against the corresponding results (red and  

 
Figure 7 Impact energy relation between sub-sized 

specimens, Pipe 1+2 
 

orange symbols). Nevertheless, the calculated values are also 
included for transition and lower shelf region in order to 
elucidate the deviation to the measured values when using 
upper shelf correlation. Regarding upper but also lower shelf 
region, Equation 1 provides a good estimation of the measured 
values with the maximal deviation of ca. 20 %. Except for one 
value obtained for 5 mm specimen at -120 °C, the calculated 
values are generally higher than the measured ones. This 
overestimation is more pronounced for the transition region, 
especially for 7.5 mm thick specimens. 

 
Figure 8 Comparison between measured and calculated 

(Equation 1) energy values for Pipe 1 
 
Based on the Equation 2, the transition temperature shift 

∆TCV35J/cm² (second term of the equation) with respect to the 
full-sized specimen can be calculated to -7.7 °K and -19.7 °K 
for 7.5 mm and 5 mm, respectively. While the 7.5 mm 
specimens yield a value of approx. ∆TCV35J/cm² = +9 °K with 
respect to standard specimen, a transition temperature shift is 
estimated to ∆TCV35J/cm² = -6 °K for 5 mm specimens. As 
already indicated, some of the origins for this behavior of sub-
sized specimens can be found in the effect of the separation and 
the material heterogeneity along the wall thickness.   

NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Since the effect of the local stress state on the damage 

evolution is intrinsically included, the damage mechanics 
models represent a very useful tool in studying the thickness 
effect on the fracture. However, the prerequisite for their 
application is the determination and calibration of relevant 
parameters.  

Simulation of the upper shelf behavior 
In this paper, ductile fracture simulation was performed 

with the GTN model. This model was originally developed for 
old vintage materials exhibiting low cleanness level with high 
volume fracture of non-metallic inclusions. The underlying 
damage mechanics described by this model is the nucleation, 
growth and coalescence of voids. Thus, the appearance of 
fracture surface with honeycomb structure consisting of usually 
different sized dimples can provide a useful indication if this 
model is suitable to describe ductile fracture of the investigated 
material. It was shown recently that the GTN model is also 
adequate to describe the upper shelf behavior of new steels with 
high cleanness level by assuming that the void nucleation will 
primarily occur around secondary particles such as small Fe3C 
carbides or Martensite-Austenite (M-A) constituents. The void 
volume fraction of the secondary particles corresponds to the 
damage parameter fN. One of the major parameters required by 
GTN model is the element size ly which is related to a 
characteristic microstructural length, e.g. spacing between void 
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forming particles. As shown in [25] the difference between low 
and high-strength pipeline steels regarding their toughness 
properties can be expressed only by varying these two 
parameters, fN and ly, while all other GTN parameters are kept 
the same. The GTN parameters used for the simulations at 
T=RT are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4 GTN model parameters 

 
 

All numerical calculations were performed by the FE code 
Abaqus/Explicit. The 3D models of the Charpy V-notch 
specimens with 10, 7.5 and 5 mm were created in Abaqus CAE, 
version 6.12. By considering the symmetry conditions in length 
and thickness directions the computation time can be distinctly 
reduced. The supports and the striker were modeled as the rigid 
bodies. The Coulomb friction value was set to defining the 
contact properties. Based on the available kinetic energy, the 
initial impact velocity of the striker was calculated to 5.4 m/s.  

 

 
 
Figure 9 FE-model of the Charpy specimen, 5 mm 

thickness 
 
The FE mesh of the whole models consists of 8-nodes 

continuum elements with reduced integration as per the Abaqus 
definitions. The finer mesh resolution with element size of 
0.2 mm was chosen in the area of crack propagation. Further 
mesh refinements were undertaken in the contact regions. In 
order to capture the stress gradient along the thickness, 18 
element layers were defined with decreasing element size in 
direction of the specimen surface. Figure 9 shows the FE model 
of the 5 mm thick sub-sized specimen with applied boundary 
conditions. 

The results of the fracture simulations obtained with true 
stress-strain curves at T = RT are presented in Figure 10. Both 
damage parameters fN and ly were calibrated based on the 
experimental curves for 7.5 mm specimen. Since there is a 
slight scatter regarding the beginning of the load drop two 
different fN (0.003 and 0.005) values are fitted to match the 
experimental results. In the first step, the parameter set with 

fN = 0.003 (see Table 4) was employed for the simulation of 
fracture propagation in full-sized and 5 mm thick specimens. As 
apparent from Figure 10, the experimental curves can be well 
reproduced with the damage model. The minor discrepancies 
are related to the unloading slope. While the load drop is 
overestimated in full-sized specimen, the numerical model 
yields a lower crack propagation rate in the 5 mm specimen. 
This behavior is not unexpected [26] and one reason can be 
found in the limitation of the original GTN formulation under 
low triaxiality conditions. One further possible reason for these 
discrepancies was already mentioned and refers to the material 
heterogeneity not only along thickness direction which leads to 
the scatter of testing results for 7.5 mm specimen. To utilize this 
scatter the simulation for 5 mm specimen was repeated with 
fN = 0.005 producing almost perfect match with the 
experimental curve. It is obvious that fN=0.005 for 10 mm 
specimen would lead to further deviation (earlier beginning of 
the load drop and the steeper slope of the unloading curve) and 
not to improvement of the numerical prediction. 

 
Figure 10 Experimental and numerical load-

displacement curves at T = RT 
 
The fracture behavior in the upper shelf region can be 

satisfactorily estimated by the damage model, provided that no 
separations are triggered. The occurrence of separations and 
their impact on the fracture behavior represent certainly a 
challenge from modeling point of view. One possible way to 
account for the separations is to include a layer of cohesive 
elements between solid elements which should enable a brittle 
opening as suggested in [27]. However, as this modeling 
technique would result in high numerical effort, it was decided 
to consider the separation effect in the first approach only 
implicitly by adjusting the fN parameter for each temperature 
and to derive corresponding relation. Generally, the occurrence 
of separation leads to the reduction of the triaxiality due to the 
formation of additional free surfaces perpendicular to the crack 
plane. In consequence more slant fracture regions (zones with 
low stress triaxiality levels) are part of the fracture surface 
which are characterized by small secondary dimples rather than 
large primary ones. Thus, fracture surfaces with separations 
will contain higher fraction of the regions with secondary voids 
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than the surfaces without them at the same deformation level. 
Although the parameter fN is not related to the formation of 
separations, the effect of the separation on the damage 
evolution with the increase of the strain-dependent secondary 
void nucleation can be linked to it. By increasing fN with 
decreasing temperature, the effect of the separations is 
considered in pragmatic way. It should be noted that this 
approach represents a simplification and does not incorporate 
the real physics of the damage mechanism. Furthermore, the 
influence of separations does not only depend on the 
temperature but also on underlying local stress conditions. 

 Figure 11 shows the comparison between numerical and 
experimental load-displacement curves at-20 °C. Since the 
separations were observed at the fracture surfaces of all 
specimens, numerical calculations were first performed with 
the higher fN = 0.005 value calibrated at T = RT 
(“GTN,fN = 0.005”). While similar quality of numerical 
prediction was achieved for full-sized specimens compared to 
T = RT, there is an overestimation of experimental load drop for 
sub-sized specimens with the GTN model. This over-prediction 
suggests a higher influence of separations on impact energy 
reduction for smaller specimens. Again, there is a variation 
regarding the beginning of the load drop for 7.5 mm specimen 
which is even more pronounced than at T = RT. In consequence, 
the parameter fN was doubled to fit the experimental curve for 5 
mm  and 7.5 mm specimens yielding average energy value 
(“GTN, fN = 0.01”). It can be seen that the modification of these 
parameters results in the improvement of the unloading slope 
and the peak load.  
 

 
Figure 11 Experimental and numerical load-

displacement curves at -20 °C 
 

Recognizing the fact that the accuracy of the GTN model 
prediction used in this study is bound to the high triaxiality 
level, a possibility was examined to consider the increased 
damage evolution under low triaxiality condition near the 
specimen surface. Therefore, the parameter q2 was specified in 
dependence of stress triaxiality. By setting q2 to 2.0 for 
triaxiality h < 0.5, the effect of the triaxility term in the yielding 
condition can be increased [28]. The simulations with the 

described parameter modification were conducted for 10 and 
5 mm specimens (“GTN*,fN = 0.005”). Regarding the crack 
shape, the increased damage evolution for lower triaxiality 
values leads to almost straight crack front due to similar crack 
propagation rate in the mid-thickness and near free surface. 
However, no distinct influence of the load-displacement 
response was gained with this modification.  

Simulation of the transition behavior 
Although the simulation of the upper shelf has proven to be 

intricate due to the occurrence of separations, the major 
challenge arises in describing the transition behavior 
numerically. It was agreed to apply the Orowan-criterion 
according to which the cleavage fracture is initiated when the 
material specific cleavage fracture σ1

f is exceeded by the 
maximal principal stresses σ1. During the ductile fracture 
simulation, the stress state condition was continuously screened 
to assess if this criterion was fulfilled. If this was the case, the 
specific damage parameter value of q2 = 3.0 was assigned to the 
corresponding elements to achieve the immediate degradation 
of material stiffness and element deletion. As evident from 
Figure 4, the upper transition behavior was obtained at -80 °C 
for full- and sub-sized specimens. In the first step, the σ1

f 
cleavage fracture stress was estimated at this temperature to 
match a load-displacement curve for 10 mm specimen yielding 
an average Charpy impact value. By performing the ductile 
fracture simulation with the value of fN = 0.005 determined at 
-20 °C, the σ1

f value was calculated to 1980 MPa which is 
approx. equal to 4.5 times the yield strength at RT, see Figure 
12 (“fN = 0.005, sf = 1980 MPa”). While a close agreement was 
achieved for 7.5 mm specimen with respect to the curve with 
the highest energy, the numerical simulation led to a distinct 
over-prediction of energy values for 5 mm specimens. 
Therefore, more pronounced impact of separations was 
considered by increasing the fN value to 0.01 and repeating the 
calculation to fit the 10 mm curve with the lowest energy 
(“ fN = 0.01, sf = 1965 MPa”). As a result the cleavage fracture 
stress had to be slightly reduced to a value of 1965 MPa. In 
consequence, following estimation of fN parameter was 
proposed as a function of temperature (in °C): 

 

)3(
1000

1.407.0 +⋅−= T
f N

  
Subsequently, the accuracy of numerical prediction was 

examined at -60 °C and -100 °C by using the fN parameter 
according to Equation 3 and the cleavage fracture stress 
σ1

f
 = 1965 MPa, see Figure 13. In general, the fracture 

simulation was able to provide a partial agreement with the 
experimental curves. However, it should be noted that only one 
test per thickness and temperature was currently available and a 
larger database is needed for the verification of numerical 
results. 
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Figure 12 Experimental and numerical load-

displacement curves at -80 °C 
 
The shear area in numerical model corresponds to the area 

with ductile crack propagation prior to the attainment of the 
critical cleavage stress. While the upper shelf and upper 
transition behavior (72 % SA) were exhibited experimentally 
for 10 mm and 5 mm specimens at -60 °C, damage simulation 
predicts middle transition (with ca. 50 %SA) for standard and 
upper shelf for the smallest specimens. For 7.5 mm specimens, 
the simulation underestimates the shear area fraction by ca. 
30 %. At -100 °C, the lower transition behavior for 10 mm 
specimens was captured satisfactory by the simulation in terms 
of load-displacement response and shear area fraction (ca. 
35 %SA). As expected, the calculation fails to reproduce the 
brittle fracture of 7.5 mm specimen. Analog to -60 °C, fully 
ductile fracture was simulated for 5 mm specimen while the 
upper transition (71 %SA) was detected experimentally.  

 
Figure 13 Experimental and numerical load-

displacement curves at -60 °C and -100 °C 

Comparison of the experimental and numerical 
Charpy impact energy values 

The average Charpy energy values obtained at different 
temperatures for full- and sub-sized specimens of Pipe 2 are 
plotted in Figure 14. The numerical Charpy energy values are 

calculated in the same way as the experimental values from the 
load-displacement curves. Expect for two outliers, the damage 
simulation provides an estimation of Charpy impact energy 
values within +/- 20 % scatter bands based on the calibrated 
cleavage fracture stress of 1965 MPa and the parameter fN 
according to Equation 3. By defining the lower bound value for 
cleavage fracture stress and upper bound value for fN parameter, 
it should be possible to provide a conservative estimation of the 
experimentally determined failure for the whole temperature 
region. 

 

 
Figure 14 Comparison between measured and 

calculated energy values for Pipe 2 
 
Table 5 shows the correction factors in % for Pipe 2 

material with respect to Charpy energy value of the standard 
specimen based on the experimental and numerical results. In 
case of 7.5 mm specimen, the experimental correction factors 
were obtained distinctly below the proportional one of 75 % for 
all test temperatures. For 5 mm specimens this holds for 
temperatures above -80 °C. When compared to experimental 
factors the presented damage simulation leads to higher values 
which are in the upper shelf region still below the proportional 
ones. With decreasing temperature the numerical values 
increase further exceeding the proportional factors in lower 
transition region. 

 
Table 5 Correction factors in % (red colored 

are below the proportional ones) 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this paper was to examine the influence of 

thickness on the energy values and to examine the applicability 
of existing correlations and requirements by experimental and 
numerical methods for modern pipeline steels. HFI-welded 
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pipes of grade X65 from Salzgitter Mannesmann Line Pipe 
have been used. The following conclusions can be drawn: 
− In former studies (e.g. [1]) on old vintage pipe material no 

general correction factors have been derived for the whole 
temperature range from upper to lower shelf, especially 
when the material is prone to the occurrence of separations. 
This behavior has been confirmed for modern pipeline 
material investigated in the present paper. Thus, to derive 
reasonable and justified correlations it should be 
discriminated between different temperature ranges. 

− Regarding the upper shelf behavior, the correction factors 
obtained numerically and experimentally (more distinctly) 
lie below the proportional ones. Equation 1 proposed in [1] 
can be recommended for the practical use. The accuracy of 
this equation for the upper shelf when compared to EN 
13480-2:2012 justifies the negligible complexity. 

− Other than expected, the highest transition temperature 
TCV35J/cm² was not obtained with standard but rather with 
the 7.5 mm specimens. The appearance of separations in 
combination with shear lips formations lead to a complex 
stress situation in the transition region. As a result, a 
locally critical stress state might be established due to the 
permanent stress redistribution during the crack 
propagation which is not only controlled by the specimen 
thickness and out-of-plane constraint. A further reason for 
this result might be found in the sampling position of the 
7.5 mm specimens which might include a higher ratio of 
material regions with lower toughness and higher tendency 
for separations. This is supported by the significant scatter 
already found in the upper shelf region. 

− In order to verify these preliminary findings and to derive a 
statistically significant correlation additional tests are 
planned for different materials (e.g. without separations) 
accounting for the sampling effects and testing conditions, 
e.g. striker design, as well as for different specimen sizes. 

− The GTN model in the combination with the Orowan 
criterion was applied for the simulation of the fracture in 
the upper shelf and transition region. It can be shown that 
this methodology involving the determination of critical 
cleavage stress and the GTN parameter fN to account for 
the separation effect based on the Equation 3 is able to 
capture the observed tendency regarding the Charpy impact 
energy values due to thickness and temperature effects. The 
next steps aim at identification of critical parameters 
gaining the lower bound toughness values. However, 
further improvements (e.g. modeling the specimen as 
layered composite) and verifications based on the test data 
are required. This is the prerequisite for the subsequent 
application of this model to simulate ductile-brittle 
transition of the pipes and to estimate the failure mode and 
the failure pressure in dependence of pipe geometry, crack 
size and temperature.  
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